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a b s t r a c t 

Creating immersive interactive virtual worlds not only require plausible visuals, but it is also important 

to allow the user to interact with the virtual scene in a natural way. While rigid-body physics simula- 

tions are widely used to provide basic interaction, realistic soft-body deformations of virtual objects are 

challenging and therefore typically not offered in multi user environments. We present a web service 

for interactive deformation which can accurately replicate real world material behavior. Its architecture 

is highly flexible, can be used from any web enabled client, and facilitates synchronization of computed 

deformations across multiple users and devices at different levels of detail. 

© 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

1. Introduction 1 

The computation of physically accurate deformations of objects 2 

in response to user interaction is usually slow, which is why ac- 3 

curate soft-body deformations are often not available in interactive 4 

virtual reality (VR) environments. In VR, interaction and feedback 5 

need to be immediate to create a feeling of immersion. In the real 6 

world we are used to interacting with things, e.g. to assess mate- 7 

rial properties of an object upon how it responds to interaction. 8 

Therefore, having only rigid objects in VR reduces immersion since 9 

many real world objects are easily deformed. 10 

Many virtual worlds are accessed by multiple users with var- 11 

ious different devices ranging from mobile devices to power- 12 

ful workstations, making consistent soft-body deformations even 13 

harder due to differences in computing and rendering capabilities. 14 

To provide realistic interaction with objects in VR environ- 15 

ments for a range of devices with various capabilities, a client –16 

server approach which makes use of recent advances in subdivi- 17 

sion based analysis is proposed. Deformations are computed on a 18 

central server and results are available to multiple clients. Subdivi- 19 

sion surfaces, i.e. smooth surfaces derived through iterative refine- 20 

ment from a coarse control polygon, are used to represent the ge- 21 

ometry and to perform simulations. Bandwidth usage is kept low 22 
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by sending only the coarse control polygon, and different clients 23 

can easily render different levels of detail according to their capa- 24 

bilities by adjusting the number of subdivision steps performed on 25 

the control polygon. 26 

Many existing techniques to deform surfaces, discussed in 27 

Section 2 , are either not based on physical principles, hard to syn- 28 

chronize or too slow to allow real-time interaction. In Section 3 we 29 

explain how to compute physically accurate deformations of sur- 30 

faces represented by subdivision surfaces and how to accelerate 31 

the computation to achieve interactive rates for moderately sized 32 

meshes. This simulation is used as the basis for our main contri- 33 

butions: 34 

• We provide physically accurate deformation of surfaces through 35 

a web service. We define a client –server architecture and an 36 

HTTP API, described in Section 4 , to provide analysis results 37 

to clients, ranging from web applications to high end worksta- 38 

tions. 39 

• Interaction with virtual objects on the client side is discussed in 40 

Section 5 , where we present a new fast and simple algorithm to 41 

pick arbitrary parameter locations on a subdivision surface. 42 

We also look at simulation of different levels of detail of a sur- 43 

face and discuss possible solutions to the challenge of applying 44 

consistent forces and constraints across subdivision levels. 45 

• We demonstrate the advantages of the proposed architecture 46 

in Section 6 with several applications for different use cases. 47 

Section 7 discusses the performance of the proposed architec- 48 

ture and shows that it is well suited for interactive use and syn- 49 

chronization between multiple clients. 50 
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We conclude the paper with a discussion of limitations of the 51 

proposed architecture and possible future research directions in 52 

Section 8 . 53 

This paper is based on and extends the conference paper [1] . 54 

Here, we expand the discussion of the limitations of a linear simu- 55 

lation and explain what defines a small deformation in Section 3.4 . 56 

We add Section 5.2 , for a discussion on simulation of different lev- 57 

els of detail of a surface, and how constraints and forces can be 58 

applied consistently across different subdivision levels. Further, we 59 

expand the use cases of the proposed architecture with web re- 60 

lated technologies in Section 6.3 . Regarding the choice of solver, 61 

we provide a comparison between the CPU based solver and the 62 

CUDA based solver in Section 7.2 . 63 

2. Related work 64 

Many existing techniques allow interactive deformation of sur- 65 

faces. Good overviews can be found in [2,3] . The different ap- 66 

proaches differ in physical accuracy and performance. 67 

Simple mass spring systems and mesh processing based ap- 68 

proaches are very fast, but they provide only a rough approxima- 69 

tion of real physics. Because such methods are not based on the 70 

actual physical behavior of real materials they are sometimes diffi- 71 

cult to tweak to get the expected results. To overcome this, meth- 72 

ods like [4] attempt to derive the parameters for the mass spring 73 

system from an accurate simulation of a reference model. This al- 74 

lows mass spring systems to approximate the behavior of more re- 75 

alistic methods. However, because mass spring systems and mesh 76 

processing based approaches usually work directly with the dense 77 

mesh used for rendering, synchronizing the deformation to multi- 78 

ple users may require a lot of bandwidth, making it impractical to 79 

perform synchronization across a network. 80 

There are highly accurate numerical methods, for example the 81 

finite element method (FEM), to solve partial differential equa- 82 

tions describing various physical effects. FEM requires a geometry 83 

to be expressed in a dense polygon mesh for the simulation. Typ- 84 

ically, the simulation mesh does not match exactly the representa- 85 

tion used for rendering which makes it difficult to translate simu- 86 

lation results to the geometry used for rendering in virtual worlds. 87 

Additionally, the same restriction as for dense triangle meshes ap- 88 

ply, i.e. because simulation meshes are dense, they require a lot of 89 

bandwidth for synchronization. 90 

For isogeometric analysis (IGA) [5] , a variant of FEM, a simu- 91 

lation mesh is no longer necessary. In IGA the basis function of 92 

the geometry representation are also used for representing the do- 93 

main and the solution space for the analysis. Therefore, design, 94 

rendering, and the finite element simulation are based on the same 95 

representation of the geometry. The concept of IGA has been ex- 96 

tended to many 3D representations used in modeling/CAD, includ- 97 

ing NURBS [5] , T-splines [6] and subdivision surfaces [7–9] . Having 98 

the same representation for both simulation and rendering elim- 99 

inates the problem of translating simulation results to objects in 100 

virtual environments. Instead, simulation results can be directly ex- 101 

ported to be rendered in e.g. VR applications. 102 

With some restrictions, IGA can also be used for interactive 103 

applications. In [10] physics-based surface design tools based on 104 

IGA of Catmull –Clark subdivision surfaces have been integrated 105 

into a standard 3D modelling software. The approach described in 106 

[10] requires integrating the simulation into the client application 107 

and is therefore unsuitable for clients with limited capabilities and 108 

provides no support for multiple users. However, it demonstrates 109 

IGA based surface deformation using constraints and forces. 110 

Other approaches e.g. [11] or [12] do support sharing deforma- 111 

tions with multiple users by using a client –server architecture, but 112 

are limited to mass spring simulation to approximate the phys- 113 

ical behavior respectively a single shared object for all clients. 114 

Moreover, both approaches are based on custom network protocols 115 

which cannot be accessed e.g. behind corporate firewalls or from a 116 

web based application. 117 

We extend ideas from [10] and present a client –server architec- 118 

ture for interactive simulations using IGA, that provides access to 119 

the simulation for any web enabled client and supports multiple 120 

users and deformable objects. 121 

3. Deformation of subdivision surfaces 122 

To define smooth surfaces of arbitrary topology using just a 123 

small number of control points, a common representation used in 124 

the entertainment industry are subdivision surfaces. A subdivision 125 

surface is the smooth limit surface of a recursive refinement oper- 126 

ation, the subdivision algorithm, infinitely applied to a coarse poly- 127 

gon mesh, the control mesh. A subdivision surface is fully defined 128 

by a coarse control polygon and a subdivision algorithm. Many 129 

subdivision algorithms exist. The Catmull –Clark subdivision [13] is 130 

the de facto standard for model ing in the entertainment indus- 131 

try and is available in most major model ing applications. Using 132 

Catmull –Clark, each subdivision step splits all faces into n quads, 133 

where n is the number of corners in the face, by inserting new 134 

points in the middle of each face and edge [13] . In practical use 135 

this algorithm is only applied a limited number of times, until the 136 

surface appears smooth when rendered. The coarse control poly- 137 

gon can be efficiently sent via a network. Each application or client 138 

can apply the subdivision algorithm to the coarse control mesh to 139 

derive a smooth subdivision surface. By adjusting the number of 140 

subdivision steps applied to the control mesh, each client can ren- 141 

der the surface at a different level of detail (LOD), thus adapting 142 

the LOD to its capabilities. 143 

3.1. Thin shells 144 

Typically, 3D objects in CAD or the entertainment industry are 145 

represented as surfaces, rather than volumes. To compute the re- 146 

sponse of a surface to environmental impact we perform an iso- 147 

geometric thin shell simulation on a Catmull –Clark subdivision sur- 148 

face. Thin shells are structures where one dimension (the thick- 149 

ness) is very small compared to the other two. Such structures are 150 

very common in the automotive and aerospace industries, but also 151 

in everyday life in the form of e.g. objects made of metal sheets or 152 

thin plastic materials. 153 

Thin shells are particularly suited for IGA because their geome- 154 

try is usually defined by their middle surface, rather than a volu- 155 

metric representation. This matches how such structures are typi- 156 

cally model ed in a VR environment. Although we will interact with 157 

a range of different geometries in VR, thin shell structures cover a 158 

large array of geometries. 159 

The control points of the subdivision surface are the only de- 160 

grees of freedom (DOF) for the isogeometric thin shell simulation. 161 

They define both the initial surface geometry as well as the de- 162 

formed configuration. All computations for the simulation are per- 163 

formed on the subdivision limit surface defined by the control 164 

points and their corresponding basis functions. The number of DOF 165 

can be easily increased without changing the surface geometry, by 166 

simply subdividing the control mesh. For regular regions of a Cat- 167 

mull –Clark surface, the basis functions employed to represent the 168 

design as well as the solution space, are uniform B-splines of de- 169 

gree 3. The basis functions around extraordinary vertices, where 170 

the topology differs from a regular grid, can be evaluated as de- 171 

scribed by Stam [14] . For more details on computing isogeometric 172 

thin shell analysis using subdivision surfaces, we refer the reader 173 

to [7–9,15,16] . 174 
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